Economic Damage from Heat Waves and Drought Dwarfs Europe’s Energy Crisis by Karen Graham
Aug. 11, 2022 – The head of the European Space Agency, Director General Josef Aschbacher, warned that economic damage from heat waves and drought could dwarf Europe’s energy crisis.
Director General Josef Aschbacher told Reuters that successive heat waves, along with wildfires, shrinking rivers, and rising land temperatures, as measured from space, left no doubt about the toll on agriculture and other industries from climate change.
“Today, we are very concerned about the energy crisis, and rightly so.  But this crisis is very small compared to the impact of climate change, which is of a much bigger magnitude and really has to be tackled extremely fast,” he said.
Wildfires in France have burned more than 57,000 hectares (220 square miles) this year, nearly 6 times the full-year average.  In southwestern France on Wednesday, wildfires forced the evacuation of about 8,000 people and destroyed at least 16 houses.  A major highway near the city of Bordeaux was closed on Wednesday afternoon, due to the fire.
Meanwhile, a 4-day “extreme heat” warning came into force in parts of England and Wales on Thursday, with temperatures poised to top 35°C in another heat wave that could cause wildfires and pressure on water supplies and transport services.
That follows record temperatures above 40°C (104°F), which placed a renewed focus on climate risks at July’s Farnborough Airshow in southern England, where Aschbacher said the issue was humanity’s biggest challenge.
“It’s pretty bad.  We have seen extremes that have not been observed before,” Aschbacher told Reuters this week.  However, soaring air temperatures are not the only problem.  The Earth’s skin is getting warmer too.  Aschbacher said ESA’s Copernicus Sentinel-3 satellite series had measured “extreme” land surface temperatures of more than 45°C in Britain, 50°C in France, and 60°C in Spain in recent weeks.
During July’s heat wave, Britain, according to CBC Canada, which is less used to such high temperatures, faced power outages, damage to airport runways and rail tracks, and dozens of blazes in London that destroyed properties and vehicles.
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